MCF TRANSLATOR
Convert Quick Base to several different languages

OVERVIEW
Support your global workforce by
converting Quick Base to several different
languages. The Language Conversion tool
allows you to support as many localizations
as you need for your Quick Base application
environment. Easily change field names,
table names, report labels, forms, report
builder page, reports, charts, embedded
tables, all banner and navigation tools to a
number of languages including Chinese,
Spanish, Japanese, Hindi, and more.

ABOUT MCFTECH

The Language Conversion Tool can easily improve the overall experience of your global workforce
by converting field names, table names, report labels, and more to various languages.

ROBUST CAPABILITIES

•

Language Conversion
Tool supports Spanish,
French, Chinese, Japanese,
Hindi, and more

•

Develop one application and
deploy instances to various
locales using your user’s
preferred localization

•

Replace the default Quick
Base field names with a user’s
preferred language on the fly

•

Deploy one application that
supports multiple localizations

•

Easily manage your translations
using the MCF Translator portal

•

Support your global workforce
by allowing them to use your
applications in their language

MCF Technology Solutions (MCFTech)
delivers Services, Strategy, and Products to
business customers worldwide. We focus on
the successful development, deployment,
and support of Business Applications for
diverse teams. We believe the best solutions
come from a sound business understanding
and thoughtful application of technology.
Our global footprint includes deployments in
more than 20 countries as well as systems
that touch nearly every corner of the
business world.
We utilize a proven methodology, dubbed
“The MCF Way,” which has led to hundreds
of successful engagements. It is an iterative,
customer-centered methodology based
on extensive experience with leading
software development, business process,
and project management practices such as
Lean, Six-Sigma, Agile, and PRINCE2®. This
methodology allows our expert teams to
deliver technical solutions to the world’s top
companies.

